
The Chris Schwarz Memorial Art Award 
COMPETITION TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION: 

1.1. The following document specifies entry requirements for the “Chris Schwarz Memorial Art Award” 
Competition - hereinafter referred to as the Competition. 

1.2. It is intended that this be a triennial competition.  

1.3. Each triennial Competition will have a special theme which will be announced by the Organiser. The Theme 
will be one developed consistent with the objects of the Museum. 

1.4. The Organiser of the Competition is Fundacja Galicia Jewish Heritage Institute; hereinafter referred to as the 
Organiser with the abode at Dajwór st. 18, 31-052 Krakow, Poland; REGON 356813397; NIP 6762259768; 
KRS 0000199737. 

1.5. The Competition is addressed to professional artists and final year Art students (university level) possessing 
Polish citizenship or the status of long-term residency in the territory of the Polish state. 
 
Artistic groups can also participate in the competition as long as the majority of the members of the group 
involved in the proposal meet the condition above of Polish Citizenship or long term residency in Poland. Their 
work will be treated as that a single Artist. 
 
1.6. The Competition allows only one proposal submission per artist. 

1.7. By submitting the proposal Artists automatically grant the Organiser permission to use their personal data in 
all Competition-related operations and communications. Providing false information by the participant in the 
entry form may result in exclusion from the Competition. 
 
1.8. Participating in the Competition is tantamount to accepting all Terms and Conditions. 

1.9. In justified cases, the Organiser reserve the right to change the regulations prior to the final results of the 
Competition are officially announced. 
 

JURY: 

2.1. The Organiser will appoint a Jury composed of management or board members of the Galicia Jewish 
Museum in Krakow, the Galicia Jewish Heritage Institute Foundation and a group of experts from the art world 
and areas relevant to the theme that year. The Jury members will be appointed for one edition at a time. 
 
In justified cases (if an originally appointed member resigns or cannot participate in meetings) the Organiser 
reserves the right to appoint a replacement. 
At the Organiser’s sole discretion, the appointed Jury member can be dismissed in exceptional circumstances.   
 
2.2. The Organiser can appoint an expert panel that will advise the Jury on technical or other specific issues. 
 
PROMOTION: 

3.1. The winner of the competition commits himself to actively participate in promotional events during and 
after the Competition, including any publicity campaign conducted in traditional and social media. 
 
3.2. By submitting a proposal for the Competition, the Participant provides the Organiser with i) a period of non-
exclusive license without territorial restrictions and ii) for an indefinite period, the use of photographic 
reproductions of the winning work, maquette and any documentation, auxiliary materials as well as  
the documentation of the creation of the work, for the purposes of organizing the exhibition at the Organiser's 



premises, its promotion and presentation in institutions collaborating with the Organiser in the exhibitions and 
communications including: 
- in terms of preservation and reproduction: production by any technique of an unlimited number of copies, 
including printing, reprographic, audiovisual, digital technology 
- in terms of dissemination in other way: public display, screening, reproduction and broadcasting, including in 
the Internet, entering to the computer's memory, transmission via multimedia network, including the Internet and 
other public sharing in such a way that everyone can have access to them in the place and time chosen by them. 
 
 


